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       4TH FEBRUARY / / 2020 / / ISSUE NUMBER 6 WILLEMSTAD GAZETTE ❄ NEWS FOR THE LAZY NAVAL ACTION PLAYER NAVAL ENSIGN OF THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE: THE CURRENT TOP DOG. The Redoubtable DLC is now on Steam Russia continues to Redoubtable now on sale! dominate the Caribbean ADMIN (VIA STEAM) 03.02.2020 GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH 04.02.2020 Description Redoutable (formerly Le Suffren) is a On the 4th day of the 2nd month in the Year of Duquesne variant of one of the most our Lord 2020, the Russian Empire continues to successful and numerous 3rd rate ship dominate the Caribbean as it has done so for of the line designs - Temeraire. She months. was designed by Sane and built in Brest in 1792. Guns - 82 Crew - 690 History This sturdy ship is famous for bravely fighting three British ships of the line (HMS Victory, HMS Temeraire and HMS Tonnant) during the battle of Trafalgar, under the command of Captain Lucas. Redoubtable was one of the focal points of the battle, closely engaging Victory and eventually causing the mortal wound which took Admiral Horatio Nelson's life. At one point in the battle, Redoutable had almost boarded Victory and only the intervention of Temeraire saved the British Flagship. She was then engaged in a gun battle with Victory, Temeraire, and eventually Tonnant. As a result of being engaged by three British ships, the mighty Redoubtable was eventually subdued with only 99 men from her crew of 690 still fit. IN THIS ISSUE SLAUGHTER AT DECADENCE BOCAR MISBEHAVES SCARBOROUGH SETS IN PAGE 1 4TH FEBRUARY / / 2020 / / ISSUE NUMBER 6 WILLEMSTAD GAZETTE ❄ BRITISH AND SWEDISH FOREIGN AFFAIRS RVR SUMMARY Britain refuses to bend the knee RvR Roundup Morale plummets but leadership votes to GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH continue the war 04.02.2020 The city of Jobe was spared another attack GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH this weekend. The Spanish have seen the loss of a few more ports to the Russian advance. 04.02.2020 The war goes poorly for the NATO nations in this theatre. Great Britain this week has been in negotiations and port battles with their Further south the results have proven more Swedish enemies. Terms have been thrown promising for NATO as Sweden continues to back and forth. The first of which where the advance north and secure more ports from Dutch acted as a mediator was the surrender Britain. The ports of Old Providence and of Old Providence and San Andres. This Mosquito Bay were secured by Swedish offer was turned down and the Swedish took forces (notDutchaltsIpromise) effectively by force of arms. ending the peace offer given by the Swedes Britain has lost numerous ports along their south coast days earlier. Sweden now gazes on the On the one hand there are the British, who shallow water ports with envious eyes and refuse to concede that they are losing the war will seek to secure them before any further very badly. On the other there are the bids for peace are made. A multiflip occurred Swedes who want them to concede this. This to push back the Swedes but it was a failure. essentially boils down to pride, stupidity and everyone wanting the other to back down Russia and Prussia have continued their first. offensive against the Dutch and French in the South East. Both with Scarborough and The current demands of the Swedes are that Puerto de Espana have been lost. the shallow water ports of Croata and Unfortunately, an angry girlfriend was found Brewers be given to them, without a fight. to be the cause of the latter loss as she pulled The reasoning is that it is the last chokepoint the router in anger causing the stalemate in A along the coast. Both ports are extremely circle to last till the end of the game. Had this defensible which is why both parties want to not been the case Dutch forces would have hold them to prevent the other advancing won on points. Lesson learnt, lock the further. Swedish sources have gone on the girlfriend away before you do port battles record stating that if this is not done, then the ladies and gentlemen! Swedes will advance to Truxillo and possibly further until another chokepoint is reached. NATO NEWS The British admiralty refuse to give up hope which while admirable may prove a foolish Multiflip Failure move. The British despite their best efforts have not beaten the Swedes in any major engagement but have simply delayed their GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH How the Brits see themselves. advance in the shallow ports which are more 03.02.2020 difficult to take due to the square fort placement. Russia and Great Britain made a coordinated effort to push back the Swedish this week with little success. The Swedes left Mugeres uncontested which allowed Russia to reclaim it. The other port battles were decisively in favour of the Swedes who destroyed the fleets at Cabo Rojo, Plymouth and San Andres simultaneously. The multiflip has enflamed tensions between Great Britain and the Swedes as it happened at the same time as peace talks were about to begin on TeamSpeak. Rather than showing to the meeting Great Britain with her Russian British players overwhelmingly voted to keep the war going allies decided to multiflip them instead. The British have rejected the Swedish terms for peace stating that no ports not currently under their control will be ceded to them. It is likely that the Swedes will continue to try and take Mosquito and other ports to reduce the number that can be flipped. PAGE 2 4TH FEBRUARY / / 2020 / / ISSUE NUMBER 6 WILLEMSTAD GAZETTE ❄ OPINION Decadence sets in GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH Russia encouraged and offered GB their assistance against Sweden but has clearly 28.01.2020 not been forthcoming. The recent loss of the Mosquito coast to the Swedes highlights A month or two ago Russia was the talk of the town, this. Russia is either unwilling to help her they could stomp on whoever they pleased and no-one allies or unable. It is my belief now that it is was able to stop them. So what happened? Russia because they are unable to. today is becoming decadent and lazy having achieved very little in terms of content for some weeks now. The loss of Nassau and the subsequent demands by Russia to nerf the NPC Raiders Russia of late The mantle for the greatest threat to the Russians has indicates that they are overstretched. passed from the Dutch to the Swedes. This has escaped Clearly they’ve lost players capable of the Russians who have made no progress in their war defending against the AI and now seek to against them. On the contrary the Swedes have made change the rules of the game rather than gains! Russian players these days can be found idling improve their game. Admin has stated away their time at Vera Cruz crafting or carebearing at clearly that they will not be removed and Islamorada or trading between New Orleans and Vera while I believe it should only affect number Cruz. Occasionally they wake up to slap the Dutch but one, but better three than none. besides this they’ve not achieved anything of late. AMUSING NEWS BOCAR misbehaves Danes attempt to capture Nassau THE ANONYMOUS DANE 28.01.2020 While happy to fight with the Russians against the Swedes to take Puerto Rico that doesn’t mean we won’t advance our interests elsewhere in the Caribbean. Danish clan BOCAR on the 27th January tried to flip the port of Nassau which was kindly vacated by REDS clan after a dastardly raid by the NPCs. We did this by creating the Russian clan BOWIE in order to allow free trade, crafting and liberty for all inhabitants in the port of Nassau. BOCAR was unfortunately foiled in their attempts to liberate the port by interference from REDS players Anolytic and Tiedemann. We will continue to plot our next move against the major powers! Danish try to take advantage of Russian withdrawal Hope that it is not you who is harmed in our pursuit of fire and brimstone! DISCORD UPDATE Dutch Discord returns to old management GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH Discord which did not work as intended. 01.02.2020 In timing with my election as the new The Dutch Discord was originally created by Gregory clan diplomat I returned to the Discord Rainsborough when SNOW moved to the Dutch when I was then invited to sort things nation just prior to release as there was not one. At out. Following a popular vote the the beginning of December control was passed to members of the Dutch Discord voted in TOD leader ALOE. favour of a return to the old monarchical style management of the past. The Discord was run in a democratic manner. Unfortunately, due to the various demands placed Dutch players and diplomats are upon the admin team they weren’t effectively able to welcome to join with the following link: manage all expectation. This led to a dysfunctional https://discord.gg/JvKHx43 PAGE 3 4TH FEBRUARY / / 2020 / / ISSUE NUMBER 6 WILLEMSTAD GAZETTE ❄ FIND MORE INFORMATION CHECK OUR FORUM POST: https://forum.game-labs.net/topic/33943-welcome-to-mantua/ ADVERTISE HERE (OR ELSEWHERE) FOR 10K DOUBLOONS! Contact Gregory Rainsborough on Game-Lab Forums for details. Advert space subject to availability and appropriateness and subject to approval of Editor. All adverts welcome including from nations currently in active hostility with the United Provinces. PAGE 4 4TH FEBRUARY / / 2020 / / ISSUE NUMBER 6 WILLEMSTAD GAZETTE ❄ PORT BATTLE BREAKDOWN Santo Tomé de Guayana Port Battle GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH The Dutch fleet started off near the square fort at C and 30.01.2020 then moved NW to try and take the wind off the Dutch players finally after several months Prussians. An unfavourable successfully managed to field a 20k fleet to defend wind turn prevented the Santo. Hopefully this can be replicated in the completion of the objective. future as the internal strife of the Dutch becomes a The fleet returned back to C memory of the past. and this repeated twice more. Result of Santo Tome The quick death of our Unfortunately the port setup itself is much like Requin by Ram Dinark Bluefields, the attacker cannot leave the bay if the prevented the two circles wind isn’t favourable. It was as it was blowing from being contested but directly to the west. The Dutch had the protection despite the Dutch beginning of one of the forts but with their backs to the beach to gain the upper hand in the they had a tough time fighting the wind throughout engagement the Prussians the engagement. won on the circle game. PORT BATTLE BREAKDOWN Slaughter at Scarborough Privateer fleet aids hostility GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH 02.02.2020 The French, confident in their ability to prevent the loss of Scarborough asked her allies to instead focus on helping the Swedes. The consequences of this action came to haunt the French as a Danish screening fleet, aiding the Prussians tagged their port battle fleet at the docks of Scarborough forcing the French to rely on a mostly DLC Redoubtable fleet. The Prussians smashed into their line and destroyed them with the remaining ships scattering to the wind. the Prussians didn’t even The rooster was roasted have time to catch the 3rd circle before the battle was won within 15 minutes with only one ship able to flee. Possibly one of the fastest massacres in Naval Action history and certainly one of the most decisive. STATE OF THE NATION Past week of Dutch RvR GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH The loss of Puetro is the most notable 04.02.2020 loss of the week. A result of bad wind, an ill tempered missus and different The Russians took the port of Casigua this week. The wood combinations contributed to the clan in question was inactive and the decision was Dutch loss. The performance was an made to not defend the port among the Dutch improvement on the previous battle at admiralty so that it would not continue to be a burden Santo Tome but God continues to favour in our defences in the future. Two attempts have been the Prussians when it comes to the wind made on Sinamaica this week but both repulsed by at the start of the port battle. There is Dutch screeners. The Dutch Admiralty has instructed some good news in that the Dutch night Dutch Captains to set up at three locations for fleet managed to succeed in taking the offensive RvR. Please check the Discord for more port of Pedernales from the Americans. Unity Brings Strength information. Swings and roundabouts! PAGE 5 
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